April 15, 2015

*We have more opportunities that we would like to share with you prior to the end of the semester. Best of luck during your exams. Have a great summer!*

**Have you won a National Fellowship, Internship, or Scholarship? Share the good news!**
Please let us know [here](#). We would like to congratulate you and your departments in addition to announcing your accomplishments to the Pitt community.

**UHC RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY**

**DEADLINE EXTENDED to Friday, May 8, 2015, for 2015 Fall Term Awards.**
[Fall UHC Community-Based Research Fellowships](#) support undergraduates while they are conducting community-based research projects investigating an issue in the local community. The Fellowship awards a stipend of $800 for a semester. It also requires the Fellows to participate in bi-weekly interdisciplinary seminars during the semester in which Fellows report on their research progress and reflect on how different disciplines enact social change. Fellows must also prepare a final report for the University Honors College, their faculty mentor, and community partner that details their research efforts and their findings.

**Carnegie Mellon University JOB & INTERNSHIPS**
The Human Computer Interaction Institute at Carnegie Mellon University would like to hire a teaching assistant and several motivated undergraduate students for three summer research internships.

- **Teaching Assistant position** available for MHCI Intro Java Programming with Media / Summer Mini-6 (for non-CS students) at CMU, June 29-August 7. Motivated students are welcome to apply by sending the followings to Noboru Matsuda, Noboru.Matsuda@cs.cmu.edu.

- **Studying the effect of tutor learning using SimStudent as a teachable agent** - Paid summer intern will study topics in computer science such as improving SimStudent’s learning mechanism, or issues in human-computer interaction such like improving interactions between (human) students and SimStudent.

- **Facilitating online course engineering with adaptive tutors using intelligent pedagogical agent** - Paid summer intern will primarily perform programming tasks for undergraduate students. Interested students should send a CV to Noboru Matsuda ([mazda@cs.cmu.edu](mailto:mazda@cs.cmu.edu)), the project PI.

- **Data-Driven Methods to Improve Student Learning from Online Courses** - Paid summer intern will be working on the system development, i.e., data-mining technology, back-end data-analytic technology, or front-end user-interface. Interested students should send a CV to Noboru Matsuda ([mazda@cs.cmu.edu](mailto:mazda@cs.cmu.edu)), the project PI.

**INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES**

**Imperial College, London Faculty of Medicine Master’s Degree Scholarships** which offers fully funded places to outstanding candidates who plan to study one of their Master’s programs (see website for full list) in the 2015/16 academic year. Students from a range of backgrounds, including bioscience graduates, health professionals and engineers. **Deadline is April 30, 2015.**

**The Undergraduate Awards** identifies and recognizes the most creative and nuanced undergraduate arguments and ideas internationally. Applicants submit an independent, original piece of undergraduate work for which they received an A grade. Winners are published in a UA annual academic journal and participate in a three-day Global Summit in Dublin, Ireland. **Deadline is May 29, 2015.**